Towards a curative therapy in type 1 diabetes: remission of autoimmunity, maintenance and augmentation of beta cell mass.
Recent clinical trials have shown that the loss of insulin production that characterizes progressive type 1 diabetes mellitus can be attenuated by treatment with non-FcR binding anti-CD3 monoclonal antibody (mAb). This approach is a first step towards the ultimate goals of treatment: to improve and maintain insulin production. However, additional interventions will be needed because, with time, there is progressive loss of insulin production after treatment with a single course of anti-CD3 mAb. The basis for the long-term loss of insulin production after immune therapy is not known because animal models have not been informative about the mechanisms, and there are not biomarkers of autoimmunity that can be used to monitor the process. Therefore, strategies for clinical testing might involve both beta cell and immunological therapies. Examples of the former include agents such as GLP1 receptor agonists or DPPIV inhibitors which increase beta cell insulin content. Preclinical data suggest that co-administration of antigen with anti-CD3 mAb can induce a tolerogenic response to the antigen that may then be administered to maintain tolerance. In addition, other immunological approaches as well as interventions earlier in the disease process may be successful in maintaining greater beta cell function for extended periods.